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The President’s Page 

NNOUNCEMENT of the Club’s 1957 Annual Meeting will 
be found elsewhere in this News-Letter, and responsive to 
our new program of rotation on the Board of Directors, five 

new members will then be elected. This meeting also marks my 
completion of two years in office, a period which I firmly believe 
is appropriate for the presidency of this organization. It is my 
hope that a two-year presidential term may become one of the 
Club’s traditions, along with our newly adopted rotation of di- 
rectorships. From all viewpoints, this participation of more and 
more members in the operation of this organization will—I be- 
lieve—prove immensely worth-while. 

In addition to the initiation of this new system, we have in the 
past two years experienced a number of important accomplish- 
ments. The Club’s “‘Open-Houses” under the leadership of Mrs. 
John I. Walter, and the rotation of exhibits under the chairman- 
ship of Duncan Olmsted, ably assisted by Mrs. Herbert Fahey, 
have stimulated a renewed interest in the Club’s delightful head- 
quarters, and have afforded opportunities for worth-while dis- 
cussions among members having similar bookish interests. 

The Club’s publication program has also been highly success- 

ful, and the last six books have all gone out of print in record time. 
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This is important. Because our publications are sold on a cost 
basis to members only, we can ill afford to maintain inventories 
of unsold books. Under David Magee as chairman, the Publica- 
tion Committee has assisted in obtaining standing orders for all 
publications from more than 200 members. In addition, the two 
last Keepsake series, The Vine in Early California and Treasures of 
Californta Collections, have proved to be among the most popular 
in our history, and the members responsible—together with the 
able printers of these Keepsakes—are to be highly congratulated. 
Many valuable additions have come to the Club Library as 

contributions during this period, and the Library Committee, 
under Warren Howell’s chairmanship, has planned the auction 
of duplicates, which will have taken place before this News-Letter 
reaches you. It is hoped that a number of important and needed 
volumes can be acquired from the proceeds. 

The healthy condition of the membership roll is indicated by 
the recent establishment of a small waiting list—always a grati- 
fying situation in a club of this nature. Chairman Joseph Bransten 
of the Membership Committee, has found that pressure for more 
applicants has been largely unnecessary, since so many appeared 
on their own initiative, while numerous members have sponsored 
book-minded friends. 

Not only our committees, but many other members of the Club 
have contributed freely their time and special abilities to its 
continued success. I wish especially to mention three of the Di- 
rectors who will be leaving the Board at this time under our new 
policy: Mrs. John I. Walter, who ably served as President, who 
was responsible for the planning and decoration of the new Club 
Rooms, and who we trust may remain as the gracious hostess at 
our Open Houses; Miss Edith M. Coulter, for so many years an 
invaluable member and for a portion of the time chairman of the 
Publication Committee, and now advisor on the organization of 
the Club Library and its archives; and Lew Allen, the long-time 
editor-in-chief of our always delightful News-Letter, without whose 
initiative and understanding this publication could hardly have 
attained its present popularity. The useful index of twenty years 
of the News-Letter was happily completed during the past year by 
the ever indefatigable John Borden and Terry Bender. 
May this important organization flourish for many years yet to 
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come is the wish of your out-going President who gratefully 
acknowledges—as must all who have followed the Club’s fortunes 
—the indispensible part played by our Secretary, Mrs. Elizabeth 
Downs, in rendering this circle of bibliophiles such a gratifying 
success. 

Cari I. WHEAT 

Erhard Ratdolt —A Survey 

by R.S. Speck, M. D.* 

when he returned to his native city of Augsburg to con- 
tinue printing until well into the second decade of the Six- 

teenth Century. By 1476 printing was well established in Italy; 
it was twelve years since the first book had come off the press at 
Subiaco near Rome and already many of the classics of Italian 
incunabula had appeared. Sweynheim and Pannartz had printed, 
and Ulrich Han was concluding his career in Rome. Wendelin 
de Spira was printing his last in Venice where Nicholaus Jenson 
was past the half-way mark in his career, his major contributions 
to the art already behind him. There were in the decade of 1470- 
1480 some fifty printers in Venice alone. ‘Thus the foundation of 
Italian printing with its major contribution, the development of 
a Roman type, had been laid; but there remained still a few who 
were to add splendor to this, one of the most glorious periods in 
the history of printing. Prominent among these was Erhard Rat- 
dolt of Augsburg, ‘‘Augustensis,”’ as he styled himself with pride 
in his native city even while he flourished in Venice. 

As usual with the craftsmen of this period, most of what is 
known about Ratdolt is from his work, the books themselves, and 
the few facts noted in the colophon. The existing biographical 
information was reviewed by Gilbert Redgrave in his Erhard Rat- 
dolt and his work at Venice, published in London in 1894 by the 

: RHARD RATDOLT printed in Venice from 1476 to 1486 

*Dr. Speck is assistant professor of bacteriology at the University of California 
School of Medicine. 
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Bibliographical Society, the most detailed discussion of Ratdolt 
in English. He appeared in the Augsburg tax-book with his elder 
brother, Hans, in 1462, probably on the death of their father, a 
carpenter and woodcarver, who had been listed since 1439. He 
remained listed until 14174, two years before his first book ap- 
peared in Venice. 

In 14/73 Johann Miiller of K6nigsberg— Latinized to Johannes 
Regiomontanus—the astronomer, set up a press in Nuremberg 
to print his Calendarium; he left for Rome in 1475 and died in 
14.76, in which year Ratdolt printed in Venice as his first book the 
same Calendarium of Regiomontanus, the first of a substantial list 
of books he was to issue on astronomy, astrology, and mathe- 
matics. Redgrave offers the attractive hypothesis that Ratdolt 
spent the two missing years associated with Miiller’s press in 
Nuremberg. Of the decade spent in Venice no record remains 
beyond the books themselves, and from these we learn that he 
worked for three years in partnership with Bernard Pictor or 
Maler of Augsburg and Peter Léslein of Langencen in Bavaria, 
and then after 1478 alone. In 1486 the newly elected Bishop of 
Augsburg, Count Friedrich of Hohenzollern, invited him to 
return to Augsburg to print the religious works for the diocese; 
and in this year he reappeared in the tax-book to remain until 
1527. The following year the tax was paid by “Erhard Ratdol- 
tin,” his widow, and Jorg or George, his son; so we must presume 
his death occurred in the interim. 
When we turn from these sparse details of his life to the corpus 

of books which is his work, we find a series which is, for its subject 
material, the type used, the woodcut decorations and illustra- 
tions, and for its duration, extending as it does over about forty 
years, one of the most interesting in the history of printing. ‘The 
series is broken sharply in two places, first by the dissolution of 
the partnership in 1478 and secondly by the move to Augsburg in 
1486. ‘The influences of these breaks are manifold and must be 
considered in some detail with respect to the type, decorations, 
and illustrations, and the subject matter printed. 

During the first period, that of the partnership, Ratdolt 
printed, according to Redgrave, thirteen books beginning with 
Miiller’s Calendartum in a Latin and an Italian version in 1476. 
The next year they printed a remarkably beautiful edition in two 
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volumes of the histories of Appianus in a Latin translation, the 
Gesta P. Mocenici of Cepio, and the geography of Dionysius in 
Latin. ‘The final year they brought out the Ars Moriendi in Latin 
and Italian versions, the geography of Pomponius Mela, two 
works of Celsus Maffeus, and significantly, considering later de- 
velopments, a Roman breviary. The series concluded with a 
German Kalender of Miller with Maler only. These were printed 
in a Roman type except for labels in diagrams in the Kalenders 
which were in a small Gothic. The Kalenders alone were illustrated, 
these with diagrams and plates of eclipses; one diagram had a 
movable pointer. All of these except the breviary were decorated 
on the front page with a woodcut border and throughout with 
woodcut initials. This is the first appearance in Italy of that form 
of book decoration with which Ratdolt was undoubtedly familiar 
in Germany. They are remarkable for their beauty and almost as 
extraordinary for their completely Italian spirit, in spite of the 
three Germans who printed them. The borders and letters of the 
Calenders are black line on white, the border in five parts. ‘Those 
for the other volumes are white letters or figures on a black back- 
ground; there are several sets of initials of different sizes and five 
different borders which are on only one block each. ‘The Calenders 
of 1476 offer another first in the form of a poem on the front page 
containing the title and the author’s name, below which is the 
entry ‘“‘Venedijs 1476”? and the names of the three printers; so, 
for the first time, all the elements of a fully developed title-page 
appear. 

During the second period, from 1480 to 1486, Ratdolt printed 
alone in Venice, putting out about fifty titles, including some re- 
prints. He began this period with a Gothic type and quickly 
added several more. In the first Gothic appeared most notably 
Euclid’s Elements in a Latin translation, a set of astronomical 
treatises by John of Holywood, Peurbach, and Regiomontanus, a 
reprint of the Mela, and Publicius’ Ars Oratorta. ‘The Euclid was 
profusely illustrated with geometrical diagrams and with one of 
the borders, the only appearance of any of these after the first 
period. It was the first edition of this work, and, according to 
George Sarton, the “‘first printed mathematical book of any im- 
portance.” ‘The Publicius is illustrated and includes a curious 
woodcut of a chess board. These astronomical treatises and several 
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other works on the subject are illustrated with zodiacal charts and 
charts of the orbits of planets, including the Poetecon Astronomicon 
of Hyginus with its quaint portrayals of the mythological char- 
acters of the planets and constellations. Good impressions of the 
white-on-black initials appear in all of these. 

In 1483 in the preface to the Chronicon of Eusebius appears for 
the first time the second Roman type, blacker, more solid, and a 
little less elegant than the first. This Roman type is used within 
the next two years for reissues of Hyginus, Publicius, and the 
volume of Holywood, Peurbach, and Miller. It affords an in- 
formative opportunity to examine the same works in the same 
format and by the same printer, but differing in the type, in this 
case the highly contrasting Roman and Gothic types. The illus- 
trations are repeated in the reissues; in the Peurbach the dia- 
grams of the planetary orbits are colored in red, yellow, or green 
by a second block, and, in one case, in red and yellow by two 
additional blocks, another typographical first, as well as some 
very impressive plates. 

Also of note in the second period are four more breviaries and 
a missal; these seem to be very rare and descriptions of them very 
brief. Between 1480 and 1485 he printed four editions of the 
popular chronicle of Werner Rolewinck, the Fasczculus Temporum, 
using several of his Gothic types. The various editions are pro- 
fusely illustrated with small views and vignettes, many carelessly 
cut and labelled but some quite powerful. ‘There is not much 
system in their distribution from edition to edition, and, as is 
common for the time, the same cut is used several times wherever 
walled city or devastated country side, etc., is called for. One 
handsome cut is the second woodcut view of Venice showing the 
Doge’s Palace and the canal before it filled with gondolas, much 
as it would appear today. A pair in the second of the editions, 
that of 1481, one showing bare trees and jagged mountains and 
the other leafy trees and happy villages, appears under the title 
‘“‘Germania conversa ad fidem xpi’? (Germany converted to the 
Christian faith) and possibly represents the first “‘before and 
after’? in print! During these years Ratdolt was adding to his 
assortment of type until in 1486, when he was preparing for his 
move north, he apparently felt the need to display these to a new 

public in Augsburg. This is still some time before the day when 
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the type founder was separate from the printer and needed a type 
specimen sheet to advertise his stock to the printer or publisher; 
but this is exactly what Ratdolt felt was needed on this occasion 
when he produced the first extant type specimen sheet in 1486. 
It displays ten Gothic types, five which had appeared already in 
books and five new ones, but lacking the type of the early 1480’s 
in which the Euclid was printed. It displays three sizes of Roman 
type, including the type introduced in the Eusebius but not the 
beautiful type of the period of the partnership. There is a Greek 
alphabet, some of which had been used for Greek words scattered 
through certain texts. With these and many of his decorative and 
astronomical and astrological illustrations he set off to Augsburg 
in 1486. 

He did not start printing until 1488 and then for three years he 
produced a long list of secular works including ‘Thwrocz’ Chronica 
Hungarorum, an illustrated history of Hungary, a considerable 
body of astronomical works, and a second reprint of the Publicius. 
This last can be compared with the two Venetian editions to 
demonstrate vividly the character of printing he adopted on his 
arrival in Germany. It demonstrated the first page characteristic 
of all German editions he printed, the title, generally containing 
the author’s name, standing starkly alone in large Gothic type, 
the verso generally blank; the type seems blacker, the paper 
browner, and the whole impression harsher than the Venetian 
work. He used many of the illustrations from Venice, for ex- 
ample, works of Albumasar and Leopold of Austria are illustrated 
with blocks from the editions of Hyginus of 1482 and 1485. He 
employed many of the decorative initials from Venice but they 
are now badly scarred and give poor impressions. 

By 1491 he settled into the steady routine of breviaries and 
missals of which he printed one or two a year until about 1520, 
during the last five or six years with his son George. These are 
apparently very rare, but reproductions from them and descrip- 
tions of some of them are given by Karl Schottenloher in Dre 
liturgischen Druckwerke Erhard Ratdolts aus Augsburg published in 
Mainz in 1922 by the Verlag der Gutenberg-Gesellschaft. Some 
of these seem to have been impressive productions, many with 
colored frontispieces of the Virgin accompanied by various patron 
saints printed with three, and often four, blocks, in reds, yellows, 
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greens, and black. A wide variety of Gothic type sizes are used 
and occasionally music type, but only rarely Roman. A white- 
on-black border was used once but it is dark and heavy, without 
the grace and charm of the Venetian period. 

In conclusion, a few words on the subject matter of Ratdolt’s 
books seem pertinent. The breviaries and missals, beginning 
early and finally occupying all his attention, have been com- 
mented upon. The occasional venture into history and chronicle 
has been noted. There is a remarkable absence of two fields which 
occupied many printers of the period: classical literature and 
religious commentaries. The field to which he did give consider- 
able attention, that of science—or more specifically, geography, 
mathematics, astronomy, and astrology—deserves a little more 
comment. 

This interest begins with his first book, Miller’s Calendarium, of 
which he printed several editions in three languages; it goes on to 
produce the geographies of Dionysius and Mela and the astro- 
nomical treatises of Holywood, Peurbach, and Miller, and the 
astrological work of Hyginus. None of these are the first editions 
but they are here brought out in a body by the specific interest of 
one printing house which seems significant. With the Euclid we 
do have a first edition and a very important one. This is later 
reinforced by the mathematical works of Boethius. Ratdolt’s work 
in this field becomes clearer when we consider his publications of 
Alchabitius (Al-Qabi’-si), Abraham ben Ezra, Alphonso X’s 
Astronomical Tables, Ptolemy’s Centriloguum, Haly (Ali-ibn- 
abi’r Rijal), Albumasar (Abu Ma’shar), Leopold of Austria, the 
Astrolobium of Angeli; many of these in first editions and some 
in the only Fifteenth Century printing. In a recent bibliography 
by F. J. Carmody, Arabic Astronomical and Astrological Sciences 
in Latin Translation, published in 1956 by the University of 
California Press, the role of Ratdolt as the principle Fifteenth 
Century printer of this material becomes strikingly clear. In view 
of this, it does not seem extreme to consider him the printer of the 
first importance during this beginning of printing of scientific 
knowledge, and therefore an early leader in the dissemination of 
this knowledge which was to become even more widespread in 
the following century laying as it did the foundations for the great 
advances of Seventeenth Century astronomy. 
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The Estelle Doheny Collection in the 

Edward Laurence Doheny Memorial Library 

T. JOHN’S SEMINARY at Camarillo, California, is the 
proud guardian of one of the most important collections of 
books and manuscripts brought together in recent years. 

_ The collection is housed in a separate building on the campus, 
which was built and presented to the Seminary in 1940 by Mrs. 
Edward Laurence Doheny in memory of her late husband. The 
library is under the general direction of His Eminence James 
Francis Cardinal McIntyre, Archbishop of Los Angeles and 
Grand Chancellor of St. John’s Seminary. The building houses 
the seminary’s reference library, reading rooms, as well as work 
rooms on the main and lower floors. The Estelle Doheny Collec- 
tion occupies the second floor. 

Mrs. Doheny began forming the collection, which is now 
housed at St. John’s Seminary, about ten years before the library 
was built. Even in that short space of time an enviable group of 
book rarities had been assembled. The first catalogue of the col- 
lection, issued in 1940 and compiled by Miss Lucille V. Miller, 
Mrs. Doheny’s private librarian, is a folio volume of 297 pages 
containing outstanding books ranging in date from Gutenberg to 
Grabhorn. Mrs. Doheny’s first collecting interest lay in the field 
of American literature and, using Merle Johnson’s High Spots of 
American Literature issued in 1929, she shortly acquired all the 
titles in that bibliography. Some of these “‘high spots’? were 
acquired in an amicable rivalry with Frank J. Hogan, the Wash- 
ington lawyer and close friend of the Dohenys. All of these “‘high 
spots’? were fine copies in original condition one of the finest 
being a first edition of Mark ‘Iwain’s Huckleberry Finn presented 
by him to his wife, Livy Clemens, at Christmastime in 1884. ‘The 
book was not actually released to the public until the next year. 
The noted bibliophile, A. Edward Newton, interested Mrs. 
Doheny in expanding into the field of English literature, and in a 
short time a notable collection of first editions of Dickens, Scott, 
Shelley, Stevenson, Hardy, and the most important works of 
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many other Nineteenth Century English writers were obtained. 
Not long after Mrs. Doheny began collecting in earnest, she 

became interested in illuminated manuscripts and incunabula. 
With the help of Mrs. George M. Millard, a Pasadena rare-book 
dealer, several fine manuscripts were acquired including the su- 
perb Italian missal done for Cardinal Colonna and later in the 
Chester Beatty Collection. Altogether, the first catalogue of the 
collection issued in 1940 lists fifteen magnificent illuminated 
manuscripts dating from the Twelfth to the Eighteenth Cen- 
turies. The second catalogue, issued in 1946, contains nine more 
such treasures equally fine. The third volume of the Doheny col- 
lection, issued in 1955, contains nineteen more illuminated man- 
uscripts many of them of still greater rarity and importance. In 
testimony of their importance is the fact that six of the nineteen 
were formerly in the collection of Sir Thomas Phillipps. The 
jewel of manuscripts in the third volume is without doubt the 
famous Liesborn Gospels written in the Tenth Century in Caroling- 
lan minuscules in Germany. This manuscript of the New Testa- 
ment Gospels formerly belonged to a monastery in Liesborn in 
Westphalia. It is bound in an early polychrome carved oak bind- 
ing with the Crucifixion in the center in relief. It is probably the 
finest example of this type of binding in America. Plate II in the 
third volume of the catalogue contains a very excellent color 
photograph of the front cover of this important manuscript. All 
three volumes have been designed, printed, and bound in a 
handsome format by Anderson, Ritchie and Simon, of Los 
Angeles. For Club members who are interested, a set of all three 
volumes of the Doheny catalogue is in the California Historical 
Society library. Also illustrated in this third volume is a beautiful 
French Book of Hours, about 1528, with thirteen full-page minia- 
tures with encircling borders of flowers, fruits and birds, attrib- 
uted to Geoffroy Tory. 

The incunabula collection in the Doheny library is small but 
very select. It has been chosen partly with an eye to monumental 
works or landmarks in the history of printing. The incunabula 
titles run between 125 and 150 volumes but nearly all have a 
special importance. The key volume is the Gutenberg Bible, the 
second such Bible within the boundaries of the State of California, 
the first, of course, being at the Huntington Library. Mrs. 
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Doheny acquired the first book printed from movable type in 
October 1950 and it is listed in the third volume of the catalogue. 
The single volume contains 324 leaves (through the Book of 
Psalms) and is bound in contemporary stamped calf over wooden 
boards. It has a distinguished provenance and contains the book- 
plates of Gosford, Lord Amherst, and Dyson Perrins. 

Along with the first printed book, the library contains a fine 
example of the Bzblia Pauperum or Poor Man’s Bible. ‘These “‘block 
books” as they were called, were printed from woodblocks and 
for a time competed in the book marts with the volumes printed 
from movable types. The Doheny copy contains forty leaves with 
woodcuts colored by hand and was printed between 1460 and 
1470. A worthy companion to these two books is a copy of the 
first dated Bible of Fust and Schoeffer printed at Mainz in 1462. 
The Doheny copy is printed on vellum, bound in two volumes 
with initial letters beautifully illuminated. 

The incunabula collection however is not confined to rare 
Bibles. A copy of the first edition of Euclid printed by Ratdolt in 
1482 has the notation ‘“To Professor John Le Conte, with the 
regards of John S. Manning. Millford 6 Nov. 1863.” Another 
landmark in the history of printing is a copy of Lactantius, the first 
book printed in Italy. It was produced at the monastery of 
Subiaco in 1465. The copy at the library formerly was in the col- 
lection of Sir George Holford. A copy of the Hypnerotomachia 
Poliphilt, one of the most beautiful books printed in Italy, from 
the press of Aldus Manutius in 1499, contains the bookplate of 
David Garrick and a note in his hand. 

The two great historical chronicles of the Fifteenth Century 
are also present. The Nuremberg Chronicle of 1493 has a contempor- 
ary calf binding with metal clasps, while the Cologne Chronicle of 
1499 1s bound in contemporary vellum. Three French Books of 
Hours printed by Philippe Pigouchet for Simon Vostre in 1498 
illustrate beautifully the French contribution to the art of print- 
ing. One of them was bound by the famous English binder, 
Julian Notary, about 1510. Another formerly belonged to Caro- 
line Bonaparte, sister of Napoleon I and Queen of Naples. 

Although English incunabula are very scarce and difficult to 
obtain today, the Doheny Library is not without good examples 
of the first English press. 
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From the A. E. Newton sale Mrs. Doheny obtained a large 

fragment (65 leaves) of the very rare Caxton edition of the Can- 
terbury Tales printed at Westminster in 1478. A second example 
from the press of William Caxton is a copy of the Golden Legend 
(Westminster, 1483), a made-up copy containing 362 leaves but 
scarce in any form. 

As early as 1929, Mrs. Doheny took the first steps toward the 
acquisition of a complete set of autographs of the signers of the 
Declaration of Independence. In that year she purchased an auto- 
graph letter of Elbridge Gerry. Almost twenty years later the col- 
lection was completed with the acquisition of a letter from the 
Marine Committee of the Continental Congress dated July 12, 
1776 and signed by Button Gwinnett, John Hancock, Francis 
Lewis, Arthur Middleton, Robert Morris, and George Read. The 
rare Gwinnett signature completed the set, but the document it- 
self contained more signatures of signers than any known docu- 
ment except the Declaration itself! Many of the letters in this par- 
ticular collection have considerable significance beyond the mere 
signatures. The Caesar Rodney autograph, for example is ap- 
pended to a letter to his brother Captain Thomas Rodney and is 
dated Philadelphia, July 4, 1776! He states in it ‘‘We have now 
got through with the whole of the declaration, and ordered it to 
be printed ....°’ So far as is known, this is the only letter written 
by a signer on the very day the Declaration of Independence was 
signed. 
A beautiful association volume from the early days of this na- 

tion’s existence as a republic, is a copy of the Acts of the First 
Congress of the United States containing the first printing of the 
first ten amendments to the Constitutcon known familiarly as the 
Bill of Rights. This particular copy is a presentation from the first 
President of the United States, George Washington, to the first 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, John Jay. 

From time to time Mrs. Doheny has collected for the Library 
manuscripts and books of great importance to the history of the 
Catholic Church down through the years. Some of the early 
printed and manuscript items have already been mentioned, but 
there are many others of great importance and interest. A fine 
copy of the famous Bull of Demarcation of Pope Alexander VI 
which divided the New World between Spain and Portugal in 
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1512 is a rare item of Americana as well as a great Catholic 
document. 

A papal dispensation of great historical significance was ac- 
quired for the Doheny Library from the collection formed by Sir 
Thomas Phillipps. The item in question is a single parchment 
sheet 23 by 241 inches dated at Westminster, May 16, 1468, 
permitting Margaret of York, sister of Edward IV, to marry 
Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, at Bruges. Margaret, after 
she became Duchess of Burgundy, met the governor of the Mer- 
chant Adventurers at Bruges, William Caxton, who persuaded 
her to support him in his experiments with the newly invented 
art of printing. Caxton, as we all know now, printed two books 
while at Bruges and then returned to Westminster to become 
England’s first printer. A number of papal letters and documents 
from various Popes between the Fifteenth and the Nineteenth 
Centuries add further interest to this section of the library. 

In the Nineteenth Century, the library has an interesting lot of 
books, letters, and memorabilia of John Henry Cardinal New- 
man. The letters cover a fifty-year period in Newman’s life, 
ranging from 1840 to 1890. 

Three important and scarce works in the field of Catholic 
Americana can also be found in the library. The first in point of 
date is A Manual of Catholic Prayers printed in Philadelphia in 
1774, probably the first such manual printed in the confines of 
the United States. The first American edition of The Office of the 
Holy Week, according to the Roman Missal and Breviary, (Baltimore, 
1810) is the second important item of Catholic Americana. It 
bears the imprint ‘‘Printed for Bernard Dornin, and sold at his 
Roman Catholic Library.’ The first Spanish New Testament 
printed in America is the third of these Catholic works. Surpris- 
ingly enough, it was not printed until 1819, and then in the poly- 
glot city of New York. One of the great Catholic contributions to 
California’s history and development was, of course, the chain of 
missions established from San Diego northwards. ‘The Doheny 
Library has a number of unique manuscripts of importance for 
the study of their growth. First in importance and also in chronol- 
ogy is a two-page letter from Junipero Serra to Viceroy Galvez 
written from ‘epic, Mexico, on March 2, 1768, announcing 
Serra’s departure for Alta California in order to start building 
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his chain of missions. Several other Serra manuscripts and a very 
interesting lot of documents from seventeen of the California 
Missions, answering questions about the possibility of producing 
wool and cotton and the raising of bees and silkworms on the 
mission lands in 1831, give considerable insight as to the state of 
the missions shortly before secularization. 

Mrs. Doheny has always had a strong interest in the history of 
California and the West. A Western Room in the library contains 
many of the items which interested Mr. Doheny, including paint- 
ings and bronzes by Frederick Remington, Charles M. Russell, 
William R. Leigh, and H. W. Hansen. The books and manu- 
scripts in this room make up a notable collection of Western 
Americana, with special emphasis on California. One of the not- 
able early purchases in this field was a copy of the famous Map of 
the emigrant road from Independence, Mo. to St. Francisco, California 
(New York 1849) by T. H. Jefferson. In 1945 this copy was re- 
produced in facsimile by the California Historical Society. 

With the publication of the <amorano 80, Mrs. Doheny’s col- 
lecting of Californiana was further intensified. A number of the 
eighty rare titles in this bibliography were already in the library 
but Mrs. Doheny determined to acquire as many more as pos- 
sible. With the publication of the third volume of the Doheny 
catalogue in 1955, the introduction proudly stated that the col- 
lection of <amorano Go titles had now reached seventy-five. ‘The 
wealth and scarcity of the titles acquired in this field since the 
publication of the second volume of the Doheny catalogue in 
1946 are truly remarkable. ‘The first book written by a native of 
Alta California, and possibly the scarcest of these volumes, is the 
sixteen-page “‘Exposicion”’ of Carlos Antonio Carrillo (Mexico, 
1831), which apparently exists in only two other copies—at least 
no others have come to light at the present. Carrillo’s little pam- 
phlet speaks of the dangers of invasion of Alta California by the 
English hunters from the north and the Americans from the east, 
and recommends the building of new missions and presidios in 
the interior especially toward the north. From the now famous 
W. J. Holliday auction in 1954 came a fine copy of James H. 
Carson, Early recollections of the mines, . . . (Stockton, 1852), the 
first book printed in Stockton and one of the best early descrip- 
tions of the mines. Miguel Costanso’s diary of the first land expe- 
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dition to reach Monterey printed in Mexico in 1770, is another of 
the rarer <amorano 8o titles acquired since 1946. The first book 
printed in California, Jose Figueroa’s Manifiesto . . . (Monterey, 
1835) was a defense of Figueroa’s policies as first Mexican gov- 
ernor of Alta California. It, as well as the San Francisco transla- 
tion of 1855, are now in the collection. One of the few, if not the 
last remaining copy in private hands of Zenas Leonard’s Narra- 
tive... (Clearfield, Pa. 1839) was successfully bid in at the Holli- 
day auction sale. The Leonard volume, as Francis Farquhar has 
indicated in his delightful bibliography Yosemite, the Big Trees and 
the Fagh Serra, is the cornerstone for any collection of books on 
the Yosemite, since Leonard was a member of the first known 
party of white men to view that valley. 

Perhaps less rare, but no less important, <amorano &o titles 
added were copies of Bledsoe’s Indian Wars of the Northwest (San 
Francisco, 1885), Dwinelle’s Colonial history of the City of San Fran- 
cisco (San Francisco 1863), Ide’s A biographical sketch of the life of 
William B. Ide... (Claremont, N. H.; 1880), The Pioneer, or Cali- 
fornia Monthly Magazine (San Francisco, 1854-55) containing the 
first printing of the “‘Dame Shirley”’ letters, and finally a fine 
copy of Vancouver’s A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean 
... (London 1798). 

The Doheny Memorial Library has a number of small indi- 
vidual collections which in themselves would do credit to most 
libraries. For example, a Kate Greenaway collector would be 
charmed by the original drawings and first editions of Miss 
Greenaway’s work to be found at Camarillo. ‘There is a recent 
and as yet uncatalogued collection of American poetry of the 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries. American print collectors 
would be delighted by the Currier and Ives colored lithographs 
of the middle of the last century. 

One of the most interesting fields of book decoration which 
intrigued Mrs. Doheny early in her collecting career was the 
field of fore-edge painting. ‘That art which flourished, especially 
in England, at the end of the Eighteenth and the beginning of the 
Nineteenth Century caught the fancy of many book collectors 
past and present. ‘These tiny paintings, mostly in watercolors, 
were painted on the front edge of the leaves of a book while the 
leaves were held in a fanned position. The Doheny Library has 
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over 700 examples of fore-edge paintings, which is probably the 
largest such collection under one roof. Numerous examples of the 

work of Edwards of Halifax, a great artist in this field, are present. 
In the formation of the Doheny collection, many have had a 

hand. In the very beginning Mrs. Doheny had the whole-hearted 
support and encouragement of her husband, Edward Laurence 
Doheny. ‘Two eminent collectors who gave friendly assistance 
were Frank J. Hogan, the Washington lawyer, and A. Edward 
Newton, the Philadelphia author and collector. Miss Lucille 
Miller, since 1931 the private librarian for Mrs. Doheny, has had 
a great part in the building of the Collection. For advice and 
information Mrs. Doheny turned many times to the Huntington 
Library. Several of the staff were of great assistance verifying or 
advising her on certain points connected with rare books or 
manuscripts. Robert Schad, Curator of Rare Books at the Hunt- 
ington Library, has probably had as much or more to do in as- 
sisting in the gathering of this great collection than any other 
single person. For a number of years he has worked with Mrs. 
Doheny and Miss Miller, bringing rare items to their attention 
and guiding them on various problems connected with the 
growth of the collection. The Reverend James W. Richardson, 
C. M., was the first librarian of the collection, after its installation 
at the seminary in 1940. Following Fr. Richardson’s appoint- 
ment in 1953 as rector of the seminary, The Reverend Patrick 
V. O’Brien, C. M. became librarian. 

This description of the Estelle Doheny Collection in the Ed- 
ward Laurence Doheny Memorial Library at St. John’s Semi- 
nary, Camarillo, California, has attempted to indicate, however 
briefly, the important treasures brought together in what is in 
reality a remarkably short time. A roll call of the great book- 
collectors of the past would find many of them represented in the 
Doheny Library by some of their rarest treasures. Among the 
English book-collectors, for example, the following are repre- 
sented: Lord Amherst, Sir ‘Thomas Brooke, A. Chester Beatty, C. 
W. Dyson Perrins, Sir Leicester Harmsworth, Sir George Hol- 
ford, and Sir Thomas Phillipps. Some of the American collectors 
represented are: Cortlandt F. Bishop, Robert E. Cowan, Frank 
J. Hogan, Robert Hoe, Herschel V. Jones, C. C. Kalbfleisch, A. 
Edward Newton, and Roderick Terry, 
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In the preface of the 1940 catalogue of the collection it was 
stated that ‘““The Edward Laurence Doheny Memorial Library 
was planned to be of use to students and to those who find pleas- 
ure in rare and beautiful books. Countess Doheny’s earnest hope 
is that in years to come it will find a worthy place among the 
libraries of California.” 

Sixteen years later this hope has certainly been fulfilled. 

Joseph Henry Jackson Award 
JoserpH Henry JAckson dedicated his life to books—their writing, publication, 
criticism, and reception. He was himself involved in every way with the world 
of books, and his influence was nation-wide. His special interest, however, was 

in books associated with the West, especially Northern California and Nevada, 

books by authors living in that area or written about it. His book reviews and 
his personal influence brought Western books to the attention of the whole 
country, and interested the nation’s publishers in the West. Members of The 
Book Club of California know his relation to its publications, ranging from his 
service on its Board to the editing of some of its Keepsakes and books. 

Upon his death in July 1955, members of the Club and other friends and 
admirers of Joseph Henry Jackson determined to find a means which would 
continue in some degree the work to which Mr. Jackson was devoted. They 
organized the Joseph Henry Jackson Fund to continue and develop, in the most 
concrete way, the kind of encouragement to distinguished literary effort that 
he always gave. Its basic objective was to foster, as he himself did, good writing 

representative of this region. For a year the Sponsors of this fund, including 
publishers on the East Coast and authors and other friends of Mr. Jackson on 
this coast, worked to raise a capital sum large enough to allow its income to be 
applied annually to a Joseph Henry Jackson Award. 

The Sponsors of the Joseph Henry Jackson Fund have now announced the 
first competition for an annual grant-in-aid. An award of $1,000 will be made 
to the author of an unpublished, partly completed literary work of one of those 
types with which Mr. Jackson was chiefly concerned: fiction, nonfictional 
prose, and poetry. In making their announcement, the Sponsors set forth the 
following specific terms: 
1. Applicants must be residents of Northern California or Nevada. 
2. Preference will be given to applicants under thirty-five years of age. 
3. An applicant’s project must be a book-length work of fiction, nonfictional 

prose, or poetry. 
4. Applications must be made on forms provided for the purpose. These may 

be obtained from the San Francisco Foundation, 351 California Street, San 
Francisco. 

5. The form must be accompanied by (a) a portion of the manuscript sufficient 
in the applicant’s opinion to enable the judges to reach a decision, (b) a 
descriptive statement or outline of the portion still to be completed, (c) any 
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other writings, published or unpublished, which the applicant considers 
relevant. All materials must be clearly marked with the applicant’s name 
and address. 

6. Applications and all materials must be at the office of the San Francisco 
Foundation before March 1, 1957. 

7. Announcement of the successful applicant will be made before June 1, 1957, 

but the judges reserve the right not to make an award if in their view no 
manuscripts are considered worthy. 

8. The Committee of Award for 1957 will be Mark Schorer, Wallace Stegner, 
and George R. Stewart. The committee will feel free to consult specialists 
outside its membership. 

Keepsakes 
THE CLUB’S 1956 KEEPSAKE SERIES, Treasures of California Collections, was com- 
pleted some time ago by the mailing to members of the final four parts, making 
twelve parts in all. 

The new series, Resorts of California, is actively under way and parts one to 
four will be ready for delivery shortly. From present indications, this 1957 
series, describing and picturing as it does twelve celebrated early-day spas of 
the State, will prove to be one of the most interesting and historically valuable 
of the Keepsakes issued by the Club. 

Notes on Publications 
Early Printing in California by Herbert Fahey, the Club’s Christmas book, was 
sold out within three weeks of publication. This is a matter of some satisfaction 
to the Directors and Publication Committee. It is mentioned here as a gentle 
reminder to members who do not have standing orders for all Club publications 
to send in their orders promptly to avoid that disappointing notice—‘‘sorry, 
out of print.”’ 

Our Spring publication is coming a little earlier than usual this year. In the 
last issue of the Quarterly we announced the fact that we were going to issue a col- 
lection of hitherto unpublished sketches by Mark Twain. Here is the full title: 
Mark Twain, San Francisco Correspondent: selections from his letters to the Territorial 
Enterprise, 1865-66. Edited by Henry Nash Smith and Frederick Anderson. 

This book is not only an important contribution to American letters by her 
greatest humorist; it is also an item of Western interest, for here are sketches 
written from San Francisco about San Francisco. None of them has been 
printed in book form before, and as their existence was not known until recently, 

they explore a new and untapped vein of Twainiana. 
The volume will consist of 120 pages, 1114 x 834, printed by The Allen Press 

in Janson types in two colors throughout. Illustrations will include a rare photo- 
graph of Mark Twain taken in San Francisco. The binding will be decorative 
boards with vellum spine. 

The edition will be limited to 400 copies. The price $8.75 (plus sales tax 
where applicable). 
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You should have received your announcement by this time, so do not delay 
in ordering this handsome and interesting book. 

Elected to Membership 
The following have been elected to membership since the Winter issue of the News-Letter: 

Member Address Sponsor 
Mrs. Hans Barkan San Francisco Miss Constance Spencer 
Paul A. Bennett New York, New York James W. Elliott 
H. Bacon Collamore Pittsburgh, Penn. Lewis Allen 
William Edison San Francisco R. E. Combs 
Dr. Majl Ewing Los Angeles Carl S. Dentzel 
Harry H. Hilp, Sr. San Francisco Robert D. Zelinsky 
J. Ben Lieberman Menlo Park Garfield D. Merner 
John McDaniels Atherton David Magee 
Charles Ryland Oakland Michael Harrison 
Ray S. Tallmon Hughson Clive M. Saiz 
Brigham Young University Provo, Utah Michael Harrison 

THE ANNUAL MEETING of The Book Club of California will be held at the Club 
Rooms, 545 Sutter Street, San Francisco, on Tuesday, March 12, at 11:30 a.m. 

ELIZABETH Downs, Secretary 

Serendipity 
WITH THE recent death of W. A. Dwiggins, at the age of 76, we lost one of this 
century’s greatest figures in the art of the book. You will recall that in the sum- 

mer of 1955, the Club held a definitive exhibit of his work: designs for books, 
bindings, jackets, types and lettering, and illustrations, marionettes and his 
own writings. Mr. Dwiggins, as a free-lance designer and typographical advisor, 
designed a vast number of books for Knopf, Harper, Yale, Random House, 

Limited Editions Club, Riverside Press, and Harvard; he redesigned such 

periodicals as the Atlantic Monthly, Harpers, Century, Scribner's; and he has pro- 
duced such notable type faces as Caledonia, Electra, Metro and Winchester. 
In his writings, countless essays, articles and monographs, Mr. Dwiggins also 

made important contributions to the graphic arts field. The current show at 
the Club is a Dwiggins Memorial Exhibit. 

Mark Twain of the “‘Enterprise:” Newspaper Articles and Other Documents 1862-1864, 
edited by Henry Nash Smith with the Assistance of Frederick Anderson to be 
published May, 1957, by the University of California Press. 

This volume presents thirty dispatches and articles written by Samuel L. 
Clemens for the Virginia City (Nevada) Territorial Enterprise while he was em- 

ployed as a reporter and correspondent by that paper, from the autumn of 1862 

to the end of May, 1864. 

Dorotuy ABBE—one of our members—is a noted book designer and teacher of 
typography; and in her home at Hingham, Massachusetts, she has produced at 
her private press some exceptionally beautiful books. One of the best, from 
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the standpoint of design, execution and text, is: Prelude To Eden, a drama for 

marionettes by the late W. A. Dwiggins. The typography and illustrations, as 
well as the composition (Winchester types, designed by Mr. Dwiggins), print- 
ing, silk screen, and binding are all the work of Miss Abbe. The illustrations 
were made by posing and photographing (Rolleiflex camera) the puppets. By 

means of the Tone-Line Process, the pictures were photographically turned into 
line for reproduction by silk screen. The binding also, is handsome: sides of 
thin, well-finished aluminum, with the spine of moss-green cloth. 175 copies. 
($5.00). 

A LITTLE BOOK promised some time ago from England is now out: A Suite of 
Fleurons by John Ryder. The subtitle calls this charmingly illustrated volume 
“preliminary enquiry into the history and combinable natures of certain print- 
ers’ flowers. ...’’ Published in the United States by Charles Branford. ($3.00.) 

AND AGAIN from California, those happy typographical cut-ups, Sherwood and 
Katharine Grover, have produced for their Grace Hoper Press (printed at dead 
of night in the Grabhorn establishment) Another Commonplace Book. Those who 
recall the first of these volumes of witty aphorisms may be glad to know about 
this second one. Over twenty different type faces have been employed in the 
printing of this gay, original work. Fifty copies are for sale at David Magee’s 
Book Shop, 442 Post Street, San Francisco. ($15.00.) 

On Apri 25 the Morgan Library’s travelling exhibit of some of its finest treas- 
ures will be on display in San Francisco at the California Palace of the Legion 
of Honor. Included in the exhibition will be a vellum copy of the Gutenberg 
Bible and the famous Constance Missal. The Huntington Library will show the 
collection in Southern California. Opening date in San Marino will be June 6. 

LAWRENCE CLARK PowELL, librarian of the UCLA Library, announces for free 

distribution a very interesting mimeographed list entitled Libraries and Learning. 
This list is a bibliography to aid students in acquainting themselves with im- 
portant titles in the fields of printing, publishing, bookselling, book-collecting, 
etc. A letter to Dr. Powell, addressed to the UCLA Library, will bring you a 
copy. 

FINE PRINTING will be the theme of an afternoon program to be held Friday, 
March 1, at 4 p.m., in the Morrison Library, Main Library of the University of 
California, Berkeley. George L. Harding, former president of The Book Club of 
California, will discuss ““D. B. Updike: American Printer and his Merrymount 
Press,” and Professor James D. Hart, vice president of the Club, chairman of 

the UC English Department and newly-appointed vice chancellor of the 
Berkeley campus of the University, will speak on the work of hand presses in 
the Bay Area. Following the program, visitors will be invited to adjourn to the 
Library’s Rare Books Department to inspect the 100-year old Albion Press 
recently given to the Library by Roger Levenson of Berkeley. A keepsake broad- 
side, printed on the hand press, will be distributed to those attending. 

An exhibition of books printed at the Merrymount Press will be on display 
in the Library’s main exhibit cases located on the first floor, adjacent to the 
Morrison Library, from February 19 to March 18. 
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Books and Book=-Collectors 
By JOHN CARTER 

The dean, detective, and dragoman of book-collecting provides a vol- 
ume of reflections that combines scholarship and wit. Everyone who 
regards a book as something more than a piece of merchandise will find 
in this one gleanings to ponder, remember, and enjoy. Included are 
studies of Seven Book-Collectors, Iwo Typographers, Five Essays in 
Bibliophily, an investigation of the Thomas J. Wise forgeries, and other 
selections. $4.50 

7 Goudy : THE MAN AND HIS WORK 
Edited with an introduction and commentary by Paul A. Bennett, 
This definitive, sumptuously designed and printed book on Frederic 
W. Goudy contains the great designer’s own account of all his types 
completely illustrated. Coming in April. $15.00 

The World Publishing Company Cleveland & New York 

Whatever your collecting interests, you will 

enjoy browsing through our tremendous stock 

of new, rare, and out-of-print books. 

CATALOGUES ISSUED : CORRESPONDENCE INVITED 

WESTERN AMERICANA 

The Holmes Book Company 
EsTABLISHED 1894 

Main Store: 274 14th Street, Oakland 4, TWinoaks 3-6860, 
Open evenings until 8 

New Store: 1722 Broadway, Oakland 12, TWinoaks 3-6860. 
San Francisco Branch: 22 Third Street, San Francisco 3, DOuglas 2-3283. 

Open evenings until 9 



Poems in Folio 
eAnnounces tts first publication; now available: 

SAPPHO, A TRANSLATION BY WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS | ~ oer 

Designed and printed by the Grabhorn Press 

Every month Poems in Folio publishes, in broadsheet form, the first ed- 

ition of a new poem by an outstanding American or English poet. 'The 

poems are hand-set and printed by a selection of America’s fine presses. 

A separate sheet includes biographical material, notes by the poet, and 

details of press, type, and paper. A limited edition of 150 on hand- 

made paper, signed and numbered by the poets, is available. 

$6.00: 12 poems for the year 

$1.50: handsome portfolio 
$2.50: 12-inch LP recording of the poems read by the poets 
$9.00: 12 poems, portfolio and recording at a special saving 

$30.00: limited edition, including portfolio and recording 

POEMS IN FOLIO BOX 448 SAN FRANCISCO CALIF. 

Historic homes—from early adobe to breathtaking modern 

5 | i OVER 100 MAGNIFICENT PHOTOGRAPHS 

HERE (most of them full-page size) spotlight the archi- 
is tectural variety of the Golden State—its Spanish 

adobes, ornate mansions of the ’70s and ’80s, vast 

L IVE D estates of the wheat kings and Gold Rush million- 
sid Vaal aires, dramatic houses of today. Spiced with a run- 

ning commentary on local history and legend—this 
THE is for everyone who treasures beauty and Ameri- 

rr | cana. Illus. $7.95 

CALIFORNIANS 
By OSCAR LEWIS, author of Lay Window Bohemia 

Bea Ar all bookstores. Place your order now. RINEHART 
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